CNG fuels spectacular bus fire in Italy - Autoblog
21 Apr 2022 — According to umbriaon.it, nobody was injured when the bus caught fire while being driven on provincial road 344 by a company mechanic, who was ...

Italy bus fire: Driver abducts 51 children and sets vehicle alight ...
21 Mar 2019 — The driver of a school bus has been arrested in northern Italy after allegedly hijacking the vehicle with 51 children on board and setting ...
CNG refuels spectacular bus fire in Italy - News7h
1062 × 597 · 21 Apr 2022 — Based on umbriao.it, no one was injured when the bus caught fire was driven by a company mechanic on provincial road 344, who was able to get ...

CNG fuels spectacular bus fire in Italy - My Droll
1062 × 597 · 24 Apr 2022 — The fire spread to adjacent woods but was controlled and eventually extinguished by Perugia’s fire brigade. CNG bus fires aren’t particularly ...

CNG fuels spectacular bus fire in Italy - Verve times
1062 × 597 · 21 Apr 2022 — CNG fuels spectacular bus fire in Italy ... fueled by lithium-ion batteries, this bus near Perugia, Italy, is (well, was) powered by a good, ...
Three fire dragons spew out! The Italian gas bus exploded ...

On April 16, 2022, a natural gas-powered bus exploded and caught fire in Perugia, Italy, and according to witnesses, the scene was like ...